
Customer Service:  1-888-GO-BETCO 
Equipment Tech Support  1-877-856-5954 

8AM - 5:30PM EST, Monday - Friday 

Sure Cure™ Floor Sealer and Finish

Acrylic Urethane Sealer - Finish
This waterbased urethane sealer and finish revolutionizes the
way hard surface floors are sealed. It can be applied effortlessly
over new and old concrete, slate, quarry tile, terrazzo and
marble and is resistant to a variety of chemicals. Ease of
maintenance is exceptional and requires no etching before
application.
Features

Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #60904-00

55 Gal. Drum Item #60955-00

5 Gal Bag in Box Item #609B5-00

Versatile - Adheres to a variety or hard surface floors.
Long lasting - Protection and abrasion resistance.
Strippable.
Labor saving - High solids requires fewer coats.

Directions for Use

Recommended for use on all types of stone flooring (brick,
marble, slate, terrazzo and concrete-new and old), resilient tile,
quarry and non-glazed ceramic tile. 

RESTORATIVE MAINTENANCE: 
Completely remove all old wax, finish and soil from floor surface
following strip procedure instructions on Betco stripper label.
Floor surface must be clean, dry and free of residue before
finish is applied. Rinse with clean water if necessary. Apply
finish in uniform, thin to medium coats using a clean synthetic
finish mop, microfiber mop or applicator system. Allow each
coat to dry thoroughly before applying additional coats, usually
30 - 45 minutes. Elevated temperatures, heavy coats and
humidity may extend dry time. A minimum of 4 coats of finish is
recommended. 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE: 
Sweep large debris and dust mop. Damp mop or automatic
scrub using a Betco floor cleaner. Buff or burnish the floor to
enhance gloss as needed. Use Betco One Step High Speed
Cleaner/Restorer to condition the floor and extend the time
between top scrub and recoating. 

INTERIM MAINTENANCE: 
Sweep large debris and dust mop. Top scrub the floor using
Daily Scrub SC and maroon pad to remove the top soiled layers
of finish. Floor surface must be clean, dry and free of residue
before finish is applied. Apply 1 – 2 coats of finish as directed
above. Please recycle empty containers. 

CONCRETE APPLICATION: 
May be applied to new concrete after 30 days (fully cured) and a
surface temperature above 50 &#176;F. Prior to applying
sealer to new concrete, use an acidic solution to neutralize
excess alkalinity. All new concrete must be cleaned and rinsed.
Not for use outdoors. Old concrete must be cleaned with a
degreasing solution and rinsed for proper adhesion. 

GLAZED TILE/POLISHED SURFACES: 
1. Test in an inconspicuous area first, proper adhesion may be
difficult due to lack of porosity. 

Note: Slip resistance meets or exceeds standard, (ASTM D
2047-11) James Machine 0.5 minimum.

Tech Specs

Color (dried film) Clear
Color (liquid) Milky white
Coverage 1500 - 2000 square feet/gallon
Drying time 30 - 45 minutes under normal conditions
Durability Excellent
Flash Point None
Fragrance Mild
Freeze/thaw stability protect from freezing
Initial gloss High
Leveling Excellent
pH 8.4 - 8.9
Recoatability Very good

18884623826
18778565954


Warranty 2 years
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